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SIMONNE PAUWELS

FROM HURSU RIBUN'S 'THREE HEARTH
STONES' TO METANLERU'S 'SAILING BOAT'

A RITUAL AFTER THE HARVEST

1. Introduction
In Hursu society, the year is divided into two major periods. Each is marked
by particular features of social organization, and by mutually exclusive
activities and ideas. Each period is initiated by rituals performed on the
last day of the previous one. This article deals with one such day of
transition.

In the first section we shall present an overall view of the rituals that
constitute the society's annual cycle, and of the duties fulfilled during their
performance. In the second section we will further concentrate upon one
particular ritual, performed at the end of one of the major periods, when
all agricultural tasks have been completed. The analysis of this ritual,
presented in the third section, will enable us to understand the transition,
brought about by its performance, from the one to the other period of the
annual cycle.

2. The Village and its Houses
Hursu (Indon.: Fursuy)1, a village of about 500 inhabitants, is located in
the island of Selaru. This island, inhabited by some 6,500 people, is part
of the Tanimbar archipelago, in the southeastern Moluccas. In six of its
seven villages the Selaru language is spoken, yet these villages do not
constitute a political or ritual unity. We shall therefore speak of the
inhabitants of the village of Hursu as 'Hursu society'.

These inhabitants, however, rarely call their village Hursu. Usually they
speak either of Hursu Ribun, or of Metanleru. The first name means 'Hursu
plenty/many', or 'Hursu plenitude'. Metanleru (metan means 'wealth', km
'well-known') is the name of the sailing-boat which on some occasions is

This article is based on fieldwork carried out from December 1984 until December 1986
in Hursu village, Selaru island, Tanimbar archipelago. Fieldwork was supported by the
French Ministry of Education, by the French G.N.R.S., and by the research team
E.R.A.S.M.E.-E.R. 262.1 wish to thank the members of THE E.R.A.S.M.E. TEAM for the
many ways in which they made my research enjoyable and productive, and the members
of the research group C.A.S.A. of Leiden University, The Netherlands, for inviting me to
participate in their seminars.

I am indebted to Anthony Plowright for his assistance in translating this text into English.
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22 Simonne Pauwels

a representation of the village society as a whole. As will become evident
presently, these names are not applied arbitrarily.

Hursu society is composed of houses called segye kralage ('house-con-
tent'). These social units divide into two types: autochthonous houses
occupied by 'nobles' {met) and allochthonous houses occupied by 'slaves'
(atke).2 There are two autochthonous noble houses. One is qualified as
'elder brother' (wai ausu), and the other as 'younger brother' (wai amur).
Similarly, there are two categories of allochthonous slave houses: the 'land
slaves' (at rage) and the 'sea slaves' (at tasige).

The 'land slaves' are said to have come to Selaru first. Upon their arrival
particular ritual responsibilities were allocated to them by the elder
autochthonous house. This house also provided them with the means to
become 'masters' (gebuge) of the newly emerged land, and gave them
women in marriage. The autochthonous houses qualify the houses of these
'land slaves' as 'son-in-law' (msalean).

The 'sea slaves' are said to have arrived later, when there were neither
ritual tasks left to be assigned, nor land to be allocated. Their houses are
therefore considered to be of very low status, and consequently are called
the 'little' (namanare)3 houses of those houses which integrated them into
the village society.

Nowadays, Hursu society is composed of nine 'house-contents': two
noble houses, four 'land slave' or 'son-in-law' houses, and three 'sea slave'
or 'little' houses. These distinctions are of specific interest because they
relate directly to the performance of rituals. Only the autochthonous and
'son-in-law' houses bear ritual responsibilities.

Hursu society is also divided into three larger social units, called ana.
First there is the ana Ausu ('the elder ana'), consisting of the elder autoch-
thonous house and one 'little' house. Then there is the ana Resa ('the brave
ana'), composed of the younger autochthonous house and another 'little'
house. And finally there is the ana Rumlana ('the great house ana'),
comprising all the 'son-in-law' houses and a third 'little' house (see
figure 1).

Ana Ausu Ana Resa Ana Rumlana

one 'elder' house one 'younger' house four 'son-in-law' houses
one 'little' house one 'little' house one 'little' house

Figure 1

2 Atke is translated here as 'slave' because the villagers render the meaning of this word in
Indonesian as budak. Yet, given the role played by the 'slaves' in the social organization
(see below) this translation is not satisfactory.

3 The same word designates a group of children in contrast to a group of adults, and juniors
in contrast to seniors.
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From Hursu Ribun's 'Three Hearth Stones' 23

3. The Scheme of Periodicity
The two major' periods into which the year is divided are one of three
months and one of nine months. During the three-month period, which
lasts from May until the middle of August, people stay in the village. This
period is dedicated to the contraction of new marriages and to the ex-
change of gifts between houses which are already related through mar-
riage. Whenever the village community is engaged in war with other
villages, then the battles and head-hunting raids are also conducted during
these months. We shall label this period 'the marriage-and-war period'.

The nine-month period, labelled here 'the agricultural period', divides
into two phases. The first phase, which we call 'the hunting phase', lasts
from the middle of August until October. Although by then people still
gather in the village, they no longer contract new marriages, nor may they
engage in battle or head-hunting raids. Even the exchange of gifts between
allied houses becomes sporadic. The men must begin to prepare their
gardens for cultivation. These preparations last for two days, and involve
the setting on fire of the vegetation on the arable lands, and the ritual
hunting for pigs. Further land clearing activities, which alternate with pig
hunts, last until the end of September. The end of this hunting phase is
marked by a ritual called 'they separate the axes from their hafts' (rsal i
froare).

During the second phase of the agricultural period, that is, the gardening
phase that lasts from October until April, one concentrates upon sowing,
weeding and harvesting. The main crops are millet, corn, yams and —
nowadays — manioc. However, only the cultivation of millet and corn
requires the performance of rituals that concern the entire village com-
munity. During this gardening phase, most of the adults and young children
live dispersed throughout the gardens, and return to the village only at the
weekend.

The transition from one period to the other is marked by the perform-
ance of rituals. Thus the agricultural period is preceded by a day when
several rituals are performed. In the first ritual the 'souls' {smaknatareY of
all the village inhabitants are 'called' and invited to descend on a winnow-
ing basket. Once the 'souls' are present, a prayer is addressed asking them
to stay with the villagers for the period to come. This introductory ritual
act shows that the success of the forthcoming agricultural period depends,
among other things, on the presence of all the village members. Should
some be unable to be present in person, then the presence of their 'souls'
will suffice.

The most important of the rituals performed that day is called 'he sweeps

Each human being has a 'soul', (smaknange) which stays in his body or in his vicinity. But
the 'soul' can also wander, so that if a person cannot attend his sick child in the city his
'soul' may do so. In the ritual discussed here, all wandering 'souls' are summoned, and
during the agricultural period the 'souls' of all villagers staying overseas are invited to come
to the village.
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24 Simonne Pauwels

The haluruk and the winnowing-basket containing a shell bracelet, which is 'a fence that keep
the ancestors inside', some vertebrae, a big knife and betel quids.

The winnowing-basket on which the 'souls' of all the village inhabitants are invited to descenc
The necklace and the bracelet are fences that keep the "souls" inside'.
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From Hursu Ribun's 'Three Hearth Stones' 25

the village' (syoil pnuge).5 Now the two autochthonous houses must per-
form a ritual task. The elder of the first autochthonous house is 'he who
founds it' (marik namge). In preparing the village community for another
activity, he ritually expels all references to the marriages and wars of the
former three-month period. In a prayer addressed to God (Huh/Sou:
'Moon/Sun') and the ancestors 6 he implores them:

'to forget Metanleru, to favour Hursu Ribun, and to give a plenitude
(ribun) of wild pigs, crops, livestock, nubile women and children'.

He also asks them to:

'reassemble all the villagers and make them eager, to hunt and work
in the gardens for the coming months. Otherwise the village will be
famous [because of the many marriages contracted and the battles
won in the preceding period], yet will be starving.'

This prayer clearly demonstrates how a shift must take place from the
society conceived as Metanleru, to the society conceived as Hursu Ribun.
This shift corresponds to a change in the activities of the village inhabi-
tants. One observes that Hursu Ribun society is concerned with 'plenitude',
whereas in the marriage-and-war period one primarily focuses upon ideas
of 'fame'.7

After this prayer has been addressed, the eldest member of the younger8

autochthonous house sacrifices a pig which belongs to the village com-
munity as a whole. He is called 'he who kills the pig' (jnaut hakye). The
pig's blood is then mixed with grated almonds (the cooling properties of
which are considered essential for processes of growth) and millet (a
symbol of plenitude9), and sprinkled across the village square. This ritual
act is said to make the earth fertile, since the offering nourishes an entity
named Ombak Tais. Ombak Tais is feminine; her name signifies 'Earth
Sarong'. She is the 'soul' (smaknange) of the earth. The thresholds of the
village houses are anointed with this mixture in order to bring fecundity
to the women. A divinatory reading of the sacrificed pig's spleen should
confirm that the requirements for fertile women, gardens and livestock
have been met. This indicates that during the agricultural period one is
concerned as much with the fecundity of women as with the fertility of
gardens and livestock.

5 For more details, see Pauwels (forthcoming b).
6 The term used to address the ancestors here is ebkw o matrumakw, engw o amakw

enmomamat ('grandparents and great-grandparents, mother and father recently dead.
When only the ancient ancestors are called one employs the term ityeb kwomantrumak
('you grandparents and great-grandparents').

7 The meaning of the construct anige kin, 'great name', has been rendered here as 'fame'.
To be famous is to have a 'great name' in the outside world.

8 The 'elder' and 'younger' autochthonous houses are in a complementary relationship in
which the 'younger' assists the 'elder', and even completes his work (see below).

9 Grains of millet are compared to grains of sand: there are too many to be counted.
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26 Simonne Pauwels

When the agricultural period starts, ritual responsibilities are borne by
'he who speaks with the ancestors' (the haluruk), who is a member of a
'son-in-law' house, by the 'master of Ombak Tais' (Ombak Tais gebuge),
who is also a member of a 'son-in-law' house, and by two 'sharers of things
(masagar nam), who belong to the elder and younger autochthonous
houses. During this period the village is spoken of as Hursu Ribun.

At the end of the agricultural period, when the crops have been harvest-
ed and all work in the gardens has been completed, rituals are performed
that initiate the period of marriage and war. In these rituals there are other
functions to be fulfilled, the most important of which is that of the 'helms-
man' (matega ilin), 'he who holds the rudder'. The man to whom this role
is assigned belongs to a 'son-in-law' house; he represents a 'crew member'
of the 'sailing-boat' Metanleru. During the period that ensues, he continues
to perform his ritual role as 'helmsman' on the 'sailing-boat' Metanleru,
the boat after which the society is named for the duration of this period.
Three other 'crew members' assist the helmsman: the 'bailer' (yas aroge
gwelgwe, 'he who bails the water out of the boat'), who belongs to a 'son-
in-law' house; the mahaseranaw ('he who harpoons' any animal which
crosses the bows), who is a member of the elder autochthonous house; and
the matat Ityohange ('he who stands on the outriggers'; he kills the prey
harpooned by the former), who belongs to the younger autochthonous
house. All the other villagers are said to be Metanleru's passengers.

The division of the year into the major periods, and the rituals which
initiate these, are depicted in figure 2. The names of the ritual functions,
the identities of the people in charge and the ana to which they belong are
listed in figure 3.

After-harvest ritual . , < M E T A N L E R U

'He sweeps the village'

(people in
the village)

HURSU RIBUN

\ (people in the gardens) "J 'They separate the
\ / axes from their hafts'
\

V

Figure 2
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From Hursu Ribun's 'Three Hearth Stones' 27

period/ritual ritual function house affiliation ana affiliation

marriage
and war

METANLERU

'to sweep
the village'

hunting and
gardening
phases
HURSU RIBUN

after-harvest
ritual

matega ilin
yas aroge gwelgwe
mahaseranaw
matat Ityohange

marik namge
maut hakye

haluruk
Ombak Tais gebuge
masagar nam
masagar nam

matega ilin

'son-in-law'
'son-in-law'
autochthon
autochthon

autochthon.
autochthon

'son-in-law'
'son-in-law'
autochthon
autochthon

'son-in-law'

ana Rumlana
ana Rumlana
ana Ausu
ana Resa

ana Ausu
ana Resa

ana Rumlana
ana Rumlana
ana Ausu
ana Resa

ana Rumlana

Figure 3

4. Three Hearth Stones, One Cooking-pot
During the agricultural period, when the fecundity of the village's women
and the fertility of gardens and livestock are of central concern, one man,
the haluruk, bears most of the ritual responsibilities. His task consists of
'carrying on his shoulders' all the village ancestors.10 He is responsible for
maintaining proper relations with them. The ancestors' role during this
period is of critical importance, for not only do they make the crops grow,
but they also keep watch over the growth of foetuses in the mothers'
wombs. One says that the community has 'entrusted' its ancestors to the
haluruk, that people have charged the haluruk to be their mediator.11 Crop
failure, therefore, is attributed to the haluruk. And, whereas during the
agricultural period the villagers are submitted to occasional prohibitions
(such as that on making a noise in the village when the men are hunting
or in the gardens when the crops have not yet ripened), the haluruk is
subjected to the strictest prohibitions during the entire period. He is not
allowed to have sexual intercourse, to sweep his house (an act which would
provoke the dispersion of the ancestors and the seeds), to bathe (which
would disturb the ancestors on his shoulders), to shave and cut his hair, or
to participate in feasts or engage in exchanges. Whenever the villagers
transgress the prohibitions, it is the haluruk who makes the offerings that
will induce the ancestors to continue attending to their role in the agricul-

10 The ancestors are thought to sit continuously on the haluruk's shoulders during the nine-
month period. In a small ritual performed at the beginning of this period all the village
ancestors are invited to do so.

1 ' Although the ancestors are under his responsibility, their relationship with the villagers is
not affected.
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28 Simonne Pauwels

tural process.12 The haluruk is assisted by the two 'sharers of things'
(masagar nam); they are his 'right hand' (siman wan), and his 'left hand'
(siman isal). Earlier we mentioned another essential ritual task, the one
performed by the Ombak Tais gebuge ('the master of Ombak Tais'). He is
in charge of preventing Ombak Tais from bringing rain before the gardens
are cleared, and of holding back the rains when they are ready.

Each of the three ana is charged with ritual responsibilities (see figure
3 above); During this period, when the society is referred to as Hursu
Ribun, the ana are said to be the 'three hearth stones' (sli detelgwe). In
reference to these responsibilities in procuring an abundant harvest, they
say: 'we are three hearth stones, one cooking-pot' (sli detelgwe, urge sasam).

5. The After-Harvest Ritual
On the day set for the performance of the ritual initiating the marriage-
and-war period,13 the villagers are prohibited from leaving the village
'because the ancestors are present'.14 The haluruk, the Ombak Tais gebuge,
and the two masagar nam visit all the households15 to assess the crops
harvested (rabal syei, 'they check the house'), and to levy a proportionate
sample of millet or corn. The size of this sample depends on two criteria.
The first is the size of the harvest: the better the harvest, the larger the
sample. The second criterion is the number of members of the household:
all members, even those who live outside the village, are taken into account
in determining the sample. All samples are collected in the centre of the
village or near the beach in front of the granaries. Thereupon the haluruk
prepares an offering consisting of a part from each crop and a betel and
tobacco quid, which is placed on the ground. In a prayer the haluruk
informs the ancestors that today the villagers intend to begin consuming
the new harvest. Referring to his promise made at the beginning of the
agricultural period, he invites the ancestors to consume their share first.
Since the ancestors assure the growth of the crops, the harvest, and hence
the right to eat first, is theirs. During the same prayer, however, the haluruk
complains that the harvest has been a poor one, and he implores them to
provide a better harvest next year. Similarly, the successful fisherman will
minimize the size of his catch. Were one to praise the actual size of the
harvest or catch, then the ancestors might conclude that the living are
satisfied with their assistance, and they would remain deaf to further claims
for assistance. This 'poor-harvest' speech contrasts sharply with tales

12 If, for instance, women and children would make a noise in the village the ancestors would
wish to join them, and withdraw their attention from the hunts that go on.

13 As far as I know, this ritual has no particular name.
14 Usually the ancestors come and go at will, but the living can invite them individually or

collectively. In the latter case, the villagers must pay them respect by staying in the village.
15 In former times, all the members of one 'house' (segye kralage) lived in one building.

Nowadays, 'house' members live in several households, all of which are located in their
traditional district in the village. Each household stores its harvest in its own granary.
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From Hursu Ribun's 'Three Hearth Stones' 29

about the successful harvest, which later — during the marriage-and-war
period — will be spread assiduously all over the archipelago. These tales
serve to promote the reputation of Hursu village's resources, 'as inexhaust-
ible as the water in the village's well'.

The millet and the corn piled up in the village centre are said to 'belong
to the three hearth stones' (sli detelgwe hena16). It is the food of the three
ana. At this stage of the ritual, this pile of garden products is called 'pig'
(hakye). Once it has been designated as such, the pile is redistributed by
the two masagar nam. They distinguish two parts: one is called 'the sacred
part of the pig' (hakye gasusige), and the other 'the entrails of the pig' (hakye
gatnyange).11 In order to present the first part, the two masagar nam take
a portion from the heap and divide it between the haluruk, the Ombak Tais
gebuge and themselves. These four men, who have been charged with the
ritual tasks during the preceding agricultural period, receive this 'sacred
part of the pig' because of their proximity to the ancestors to whom this
gift is actually due. The part called 'entrails of the pig' is divided among
the 'three hearth stones', that is, all the members, including the dignitaries,
of the community.

Once the pile (the 'pig') has been divided, everyone returns to his house
to cook a portion. Afterwards all the portions are carried on plates to the
haluruk's house, where a ritual is performed called 'they turn the winnow-
ing-basket upside down' (ratkyoga kliekye). This basket has remained
stored in the haluruk's house during the previous nine months. It contains
a shell bracelet that serves as a 'fence that keeps the ancestors inside', and
that prevents the ancestors' attention from being diverted from the harvest.
Inside the basket there are some vertebrae removed from corpses, which
represent the ancestors.18 There is also a big knife with which the ancestors
used to cut pigs' tendons in order to immobilize and kill them during the

16 The word hena is only used to denote 'belonging to' when it concerns food. About a plate
of food one may ask ese i hena'!, 'to whom does it belong?'; about any other object one
will ask ese i wasil, 'to whom does it belong?' In this connection it should be stressed that
all food belongs to the ancestors in the first place, and from them the food consumed by
the living is taken. This may explain the use of this particular term.

17 The sacred part of the pig consists of the lower jaw, the chest and the heart. There are
occasions on which an actual pig is cut up and divided into its sacred part and the
remainder. For example, a man will give the sacred part of the pig he has hunted to his
mother's brother. Before consuming this, the latter will offer it to his ancestors. The lower
jaw can even circulate further, and be given by the ana of a man to the ana of his wife.
In that case, the whole sacred part of the pig is given to the wife's mother's brother. The
latter then will give the lower jaw to a series of houses, related through women, and it will
be passed on to the end of this series as a testimony of the marriage. But first, the final
receiver will speak with the ancestors of his house (the founders of the series) to tell them
about the marriage and to ask them for protection and fecundity. In all cases the sacred
part of pigs is due to the ancestors (see Pauwels forthcoming a).

18 In this case, the bones come from the haluruk's ancestor, but this does not imply that only
his ancestors are concerned. All ancestors, even those who are not represented, are thought
to be present.
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30 Simonne Pauwels

pig riunt. And by the end of the agricultural period, the winnowing-basket
also contains the many betel quids offered each time the haluruk sought
help from the ancestors or the villagers transgressed their prohibitions. The
haluruk bathes the vertebrae and the knife in coconut milk in order to 'cool'
them. Having again lamented the poor harvest, he nevertheless gives
thanks for the ancestors' assistance and implores them to help the people
next year. 'Cooling' corresponds here to a moment's rest after an exhau-
sting effort; it marks the end of an activity.19 After the winnowing-basket
has been turned upside-down and the betel quids are scattered on the
ground, new activities are begun. Everybody turns to the plates of cooked
food. After prayers have been addressed to the God 'Moon/Sun' and the
ancestors, emphasizing that the food is theirs, the plates are distributed
among the participants. Once everyone has received his share, the man
who represents the 'helmsman' on 'the sailing-boat' Metanleru shouts
victoriously 'Metanleru!' This cry instantly ushers the society into a new
marriage-and-war period, and the people begin to eat on the spot.

The first signs of this change are visible that same day in the person of
the haluruk himself. During the previous nine months, he was neither
allowed to cut his hair, nor to' sweep his house, nor to participate in the
exchanges. At the end of this day, however, his 'mother's brothers' and
'sisters' children' visit his house. His 'mother's brothers' (representatives of
the houses which have given a wife to members of his house) come, as one
says, to 'cut his hair'. Actually, they bring him gifts of locally woven
textiles; an actual haircut occurs without ceremony. His 'sisters' children'
(representatives of the houses which have received a woman in marriage
from his house) come 'to sweep his house'; in fact, they present gifts of
silver earrings.20

6. Analysis
The samples of the harvest that are collected from each household con-
stitute a pile which represents a whole.- During this day of rituals, the
ancestors are addressed on three occasions. On the first, they receive an
offering that is placed on the ground. On the second, the four dignitaries
in charge receive the 'sacred' part of the 'pig' that is usually offered to the
ancestors. On the third occasion, finally, one emphasizes in prayers that
the food belongs to God and to the ancestors. Only then is the food
distributed among all the participants and consumed. It is important to

19 Similarly, before undertaking a new job after strenuous labour, people anoint their body,
and particularly their head.

20 Such a circulation of gifts between houses related through marr iage occurs at many
occasions, like marriage, illness, death, housebuilding, discharging debts, after adultery,
etcetera. Thus when a man has finished building his house, he will invite his 'mother 's
brothers ' 'to cover the roof (they actually give him textiles), and his 'sister's children' ' to
sweep the crumbs ' (in fact, they bring him silver earrings or some money).
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recall that every villager, even the one who is absent from the village, is
taken into account when the household's contribution to the pile is deter-
mined. This accords with the idea that at the beginning of the agricultural
period, the 'souls' of all the villagers must be called upon to contribute,
together with the ancestors, to an abundant harvest. Nobody will dare to
eat from a harvest before the ancestors have done so. This demonstrates
that the living acknowledge the primacy of the ancestors' role in agricul-
tural activity, and that the harvest therefore belongs to the ancestors.21

On the second occasion the offering is made indirectly: once the pile is
declared to be a 'pig'22, the part that corresponds to the 'sacred part of the
pig' is divided among the ritual dignitaries. Its mere designation as 'sacred'
(gasus) identifies this part as the share of the ancestors. This does not,
however, prevent the dignitaries23 from consuming this part once it has
been offered to the ancestors. The remaining part, the 'entrails of the pig',
is consumed by the villagers.

The ancestors eat of the new harvest on a third occasion when they are
offered cooked food. By now, the villagers have fully acknowledged the
ancestors' role in the agricultural activities. Only after the victorious cry
'Metanleru' has been uttered are the villagers allowed to consume the
harvested food. Now they are also free to dispose of the harvest they have
in store.

Before this proclamation has been made, the agricultural period is
characterized by specific references to the society: Hursu Ribun society is
composed of all the ancestors and all the villagers. In fact, the ancestors
know even before one has shouted 'Metanleru!' that the agricultural period
has ended. Their relationship with the living, maintained during the socie-
ty's quest for 'plenitude', is interrupted after the offerings and the ritual
bath.24 The society now becomes the 'sailing-boat', and the cry 'Metan-
leru!' signals the withdrawal of the harvest from the hands of the ancestors.
From now on, the part of the harvest which is due to the living belongs
to the society-as-Metanleru, even though it resulted from the labour of the
society-as-Hursu Ribun.

21 Even before eat ing their daily meals the villagers often take a little bit of food between
the thumb and middle finger, and pitch it away while addressing a short prayer to the
ancestors, telling them it is their share of the meal .

22 Here we cannot go into the question of why the pile is called 'pig' . Suffice it to say that
the pig hunting phase represents a search for 'seed' (other than actual seeds) that is
considered essential to the crop 's growth. The success of this quest depends to a large extent
upon the ' sons- in- law' of the village, and this explains their crucial role as ritual dignitaries
in the agricultural period.

23 Women and children may not eat the sacred part of the pig. Neither may young men, for
it 'would m a k e them "heavy" and unable to run fast' during batt le , a football match , or
a pig hunt. Its connection with the ancestors provides the food with its 'heaviness ' .

24 After having entrusted their ancestors to the haluruk for nine months , the villagers will now
relate directly to the ancestors of their house again. The latter will assist the living in, for
instance, marr iage negotiations and head-hunt ing raids.
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The village community of Hursu possesses a treasure called Hingye Me-
tanleru ('the Seed of Metanleru')- This treasure comprises all the wealth
of the village-as-Metanleru, particularly elephant tusks exchanged for
enemy heads, sports trophies, silver and gold valuables, men and women,
their, ancestors and spirits, pigs received by the society frqm every man
marrying a Hursu woman, and finally, the harvest. Indeed, Metanleru's
'seed' treasure encompasses the whole society, it is the whole society. This
'seed' treasure of Metanleru is a permanent one, even though the village
community must abandon each year its 'sailing-boat' activities in order to
search for 'plenitude'. The idea can be put forward that the harvest is
integrated into the 'seed' treasure at the very moment the 'helmsman'
exclaims 'Metanleru!'25 Because of this integration, Hursu Ribun and
Metanleru should be considered as two complementary conceptions of
society, even if they are marked by mutually exclusive activities.

Metanleru's 'seed' treasure is said to be 'inexhaustible'. This is the reason
why Metanleru has a 'great name' (anige Ian) in the outside world. Thus,
whereas Hursu Ribun pursues its 'plenitude', Metanleru promotes its 'great
name'.26 During the annual marriage-and-war period, the community will
continue to increase its 'great name' by means of warfare and marriage.
The captured enemy heads, the elephant tusks or other valuables and the
pigs (given in exchange for Hursu women) are all added to the 'seed'
treasure. But also the harvest, added to the 'seed' treasure of Metanleru,
enhances its 'great name'.

With its 'great name' expanded, Metanleru society undergoes a general
social renewal. During,the agricultural period, 'Hursu Ribun' society had
withdrawn within itself, maintaining neither marriage nor war relations
with other villages. Even within the village itself, gift exchanges were
reduced to a minimum. But now that people have gathered in the village,
where food and nubile women once again are abundant, relations with the
outside world are reanimated. Metanleru gives its women in marriage to
other villages. The 'crew members' of the sailing-boat Metanleru organize
new battles and head-hunting raids. And inside the village the 'mother's
brother' — 'sister's child' relations between houses are reactivated as well
through gift exchanges.

Two events inaugurate this period of intense social activity. The first is
the ritual that focuses on the person of the haluruk. During the agricultural
period he was the mediator between all the villagers and all the ancestors,
that is, between the components of Hursu Ribun society. In his person the
living and the ancestors are united, and as such he represents the society

25 In practice, the villagers store their harvest in the granary, and each t ime the village needs
food for a communa l meal each household contributes its share.

26 The success of all activities proper to the mar r i age -and-war period results in ' the great
name ' . While dancing in a sailing boat formation (Metanleru), the villagers sing numerous
songs in which this 'great n a m e ' is proclaimed. Thus the 'great n a m e ' appears to be the
conspicuous aim of the activities during the mar r i age -and-war period.
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as a whole during the agricultural period. Before the harvest begins, the
villagers ritually bathe him in the sea. This ceremony, which marks the end
of the crop's growth, includes making an offering of a part of the first fruits
to the ancestors. Once this communal ritual has been performed, the
haluruk may bathe again; yet he still is not allowed to shave or cut his hair.
In the evening, the two masagar nam announce in each household that
harvesting will take place the next day.

The after-harvest ritual discussed here takes place some weeks after the
harvest has been brought in and the millet has been dried and threshed.
This ritual occasions the haluruk's 'mother's brothers' to bring gifts by
which the hair-cutting prohibition seems to be repealed. Although his hair
is cut without further ceremony, it calls to mind the first haircut of an infant,
which is his mother's brother's first opportunity to give him textiles.27 This
gift marks his entrance into the social world.28 The haluruk's condition, and
by implication that of the society as well, is comparable to the infant's. His
social rebirth heralds the marriage-and-war period for the entire society.

The second event that initiates this period concerns an order of con-
sumption. After the communal meal, the 'sister's children' should be.the
first to consume the new garden products of their 'mother's brothers' house.
This gift initiates many similar gifts, since vegetable foodstuffs constitute
part of the circulation of gifts made by the 'mother's brothers' houses to
their 'sister's children's' houses.

7. Conclusion
It is evident that the ritual discussed here allows for a transition between
two periods of contrasting activities. However, at our stage of.research and
within the limits of this essay, it is not possible to elaborate upon the
significance of this ritual and its relationship to the two periods. Instead,
we can summarize the main ideas that have emerged from the analysis so
far. In speaking about their society, the members of Hursu village employ
two names, Hursu Ribun and Metanleru. These names are not applied
simultaneously or arbitrarily. Their use depends upon specific activities
and sets of related ideas. In terms of the annual cycle of activities, Hursu
Ribun is concerned with the agricultural period and its quest for 'pleni-
tude'. In contrast, Metanleru is concerned with the marriage-and-war
period and with the promotion of its 'great name'.29

In each period there are particular ritual tasks to be fulfilled. In both
periods, the ritual leader is a member of an allochthonous house; each of

27 The 'father's sisters', who are the infant's classificatory 'sister's children' , are supposed to
bring him silver earrings, but these gifts are not essential to this ritual.

28 'Sister's fchildren' too are supposed to bring some gifts (referred to as ' to sweep his house' ;
see note 20) , but this may be omit ted in this ritual.

29 Very similar configurations of ideas and values, involving notions of reputat ion and
fertility, have been described for the Laboya of Sumba (Geirnaert 1987) and the Tobelo
and Galela of northern Ha lmahe ra (P la tenkamp 1988).
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the three ana has ritual responsibilities; and in each period the society as
a whole is involved. However, whereas the 'sailing-boat' represents the
whole as constituted by the village society, the 'three hearth stones' (that
is, the ana) bear witness to the society's internal differentiation.

In the ritual described here the society-as-Hursu Ribun is dismantled
once three harvest tithes have been offered to the ancestors. Simultan-
eously, the ancestors are implored in prayer to assist in the next year's
harvest. Once it has been acknowledged that the harvest is theirs, the
villagers are allowed to consume their stocks. It should be stressed that
after the society-as-Hursu Ribun has been dissolved, the villagers revert
to Metanleru activities. This reversion gives this day of rituals its tran-
sitional position in the annual cycle. In fact, the agricultural period with
its particular activities and ideas should be understood as an annual
digression from the permanent set of related ideas proper to the society-
as-Metanleru. The fact that the harvest of Hursu Ribun becomes part of
the 'seed' treasure of Metanleru indicates that the two periods are contras-
ted but not disconnected. Metanleru's 'great name' does not vanish during
the agricultural period, but has to be subordinated so that the 'plenitude'
of Hursu Ribun can be pursued. Metanleru society finds its permanence
in its 'inexhaustible' 'seed' treasure, which contains the society in its
totality.

Let us conclude by observing that in the past, the sailing-boat Metanleru
was represented in the central village square by a big stone construction
in the shape of a sailing-boat, on which each 'crew member' had a seat
called 'stone' Qiatkwe). Nowadays, the villagers still assemble in the
square. Then the 'crew members' occupy fixed places, and together they
are called the 'stones'. During the agricultural period, this does not occur.
But even though the 'crew members' do not perform ritual tasks during this
period, they still represent 'stones'. In contrast with these 'stones', the
dignitaries who perform the ritual tasks of Hursu Ribun are not assigned
'stones'. For 'since their duties are annual' (Indon.: tugas tahunan), they are
not permanent.
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